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ABSTRACT 

A nalyti cal expressions are derived for the mass-transport velocity produced by progressive 
water waves in the boundary layer over a rippled bed. The effect of bed roughness is found 
to be to increase the mass-transport velocity, except for very long waves where the velocity 
may be decreased. It is also fo und that a re-circulating bubble of fluid may form in the lee 
of the r ipple crest, thus providing a possible mechanism for the initial growth of ripples on a 
bed of sand. It is suggested that similar effects are likely to occur when the bed roughness is 
three-dimensional. 

Introduction. The way in which roughness of the sea bed affects the flow 
above is of considerable interest, since no natural bed is completely smooth. It 
has often been suggested that the vigorous mixing and modified mass-transport 
velocity which have been observed with rough beds are the result of turbulence. 
However, Brebner et al. ( I 966) observed that the mass-transport velocity over 
beds of sand was significantly different from that over a smooth bed even when 
the flow appeared to be entirely laminar. 

It is the object of this paper to examine the way in which a small amount 
of bottom roughness affects the flow in a laminar boundary layer and, in partic-
ular, the questi on of whether the mass-transport velocity is altered by bottom 
roughness in the absence of turbulence. 

Equations of M otion and Boundary Conditions. We will limit our discussion to 
the case of two-dimensional bed roughness since this bed-form is very common 
in nature and since the algebra is thereby considerably simplified. It is possible 
that the results may also be qualitatively applicable to the case of three-
dimensional roughness, e.g. a bed of sand, and for this reason the analysis will 
not be restricted to bed roughnesses whose wave-length is large compared with 
boundary-layer thickness, as would be the case for naturally-occurring ripples 
or dunes. 

r. Received 1 3 March 197 3; revised 7 September r 973. 
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It would be possible to solve this problem in terms of Cartesian coordinates, 
with the bed regarded as a small perturbation from the plane y = o. However, 
it was shown by Longuet-Higgins (1953) that this procedure is only valid if 
the amplitude of the bed roughness is very small compared with the thickness 
of the oscillatory boundary layer, i.e., less than about I mm in most situations 
of practical importance. The way round this difficulty suggested by Longuet-
Hi ggins cannot be used in the present case because the wave-length of the bed 
roughness is not necessarily large compared with the boundary-layer thickness. 
Instead we will make use of the system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates 
(~, 17) adopted by Benjamin (1959). In terms of Cartesian coordinates (x,y) 

= x + a exp (- ky) sin kx, 

17 = y - a exp ( - ky) cos kx, } (1) 

where x is measured horizontally in the direction of wave propagation and y 

vertically up. If we defin e the bed by the curve 17 = o, we see that for very 
small values of ak the bed is a regular sinusoid of amplitude a and wave-length 
2n/k and the origin of they-coordinates is mid-way between crest and trough. 

In this system of coordinates, the two-dimensional equation of vorticity may 
be written 

8 (D''I/J) - 8 ('1/l, JD''I/J) = vD' (JD2 ) 
at a(~, 17) '1/J, 

where '1/J is the stream function, v is kinematic viscosity, 

J = 1 + 2 ak exp ( - ky) cos kx + (ak exp (- ky))2 

is the Jacobian for the coordinate transformation and 

The components of velocity u and v in the and 17-directions, respectively, are 
given by 

u = J1!2° '1/J ) 
817 

0'1/J (~ 
V = - Jz/2 O~. 

It is assumed that the stream function may be expanded as a power series in 
some small parameter s as follows 
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The parameters will be of the form u/(w x length scale), where 2n/w is the 
period of the surface wave. Possible length scales are the wave-lengths of the 
surface wave and bed roughness and the thickness of the oscillatory boundary 
layer. It is not obvious at this stage which definition should be adopted. For-
tunately, it is not necessary to the mathematics to specify s since the solution 
will automatically include all the relevant terms at the appropriate order. We 
will return to this point later. 

Substituting in ( 1) and collecting powers of s, we obtain 

:t (D2VJ,) = vD'('JD'VJ,), (4) 

i_(D2 w) + o(VJ,,'JD'VJ,) = vD2 ('JD2 11J) (5) 
ot T2 o(r7,$) T2' 

etc. 
If we limit our discussion to cases where ak<( 1, we may also expand '1/Jn 

'1/Jz, etc. as power series in ak: 

'I/Jr = '1/Jro+ (ak)VJr1+(ak)2VJr2+ . . . , 

where r = 1, 2, 3 .... Note that this implies that a term sr(ak)m'I/Jrm is of the 
order of sr-s(ak)m-n compared with some other term s8(ak)m'I/Jsn• 

These series are now substituted in (4), (5) and (6) and powers of ak are 
collected. We obtain the following equations: 

i_(Dz )+ r;;_, O('I/Jr-n, 0 ,D2 '1/Jno) =vDz(Dz1,, ) 
Of '1/Jro L., O ( I:) ,- TO , n= I 'Y),<, 

I (Dz ) r;;_' [O ('I/Jr -n,o,D2 '1/Jn,) + O(VJr-n,oD2 '1/Jno) + 
0 f 'I/Jr I + n:: I O ( 'Y/, $) 0 ( 'Y/, $) 

+ 0('1/Jr- n,o,Q,Dz'I/Jno)] = VD2(D'11, + Q D'w ) 
O ( 'YJ, $) HI I 't' TO ) 

! (Dz ) r;;_, [O (VJr-n,o,D2'1/Jn,) + 8('1/Jr-n,,,D''I/Jn,) + 
at 'I/Jr,+ n::', a('Y),$) o('YJ,$) 

(7) 

+ a('I/Jr-n,,,D2 '1/Jno) + a('I/Jr-n,o,Q,D2 '1/Jn,) + a('I/Jr-n,0Q,D2 '1/Jno) + 
a ( 'Y/, $) a ( 'Y/, $) a ( 'Y/, $) 

+ 8('1/Jr-n,o,QzDz'I/Jno)j =V D'(Dzw +Q Dzw +Q Dzw ) 
O ('YJ, $) 't'T2 I 't'Tl 2 ,-TO ) 

etc., 
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where Q, = 2 cos k~ exp (-k'YJ) and Q2 = (1-2 cos 2k~) exp (- 2k'YJ)-
Outside the boundary layer we assume the component of velocity in the 

~-direction to be given by an expression of the form 

ua:, = ua:,0 +ua:,, cos (wt- b~) + ua:, 2 cos 2(wt-b~) + .... 

Here 211:/b is the length of the surface wave and ua:, 0 is chosen: to match with 
the flow in the boundary layer. Provided the length scale of the bed roughness 
is small compared with the length of the surface wave and the depth of water, 
we have (see e.g., Laitone, 1963) 

l (8) 

where His the crest-to-trough height of the surface··wave and h is the mean 
depth of water. -· 

Definition of Mass-transport //elocity. Suppose that the coordinates of a fluid 
particle in the ~, 'Y/ plane are r, sat time t. We take as definition of the com-
ponent of mass-transport velocity in the ~-direction 

O = _ 1_ (re0 +T-rt,) 
7,12 T ' 

where T = 211:/w and to is some arbitrary time. 
Expanding as a Taylor series and bearing in mind that 

and 

we obtain, if terms of the order of e3 and above are neglected, 

O=F>(1~L,8 l 
= Jt/2 [(fhp2) + i. (JfJtp,) J Otp, dt- i. (JfJtp,) J Otpl dtl (9) 

O'YJ fJ~ O'YJ fJ'Y/ O'YJ 017 fJ~ 0 ,o' 
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where the bar indicates the time mean. However, if we are particularly in-
terested in the mean flux of fluid in the t-direction, it is more meaningful to 
determine the average velocity 

·: 0 Sa 7112 dt . (10) 

The component of mass-transport velocity m the 17-direction may be 
obtained from O by means of the expression 

- 1 J I o0 V=- 1/2 - - d17. 7,12 at 

Solution. The first of the equations (7) is clearly the same as that for a 
smooth bed if t and 'Y/ are replaced by x and y. Thus, ignoring terms of the 
order of (b2 v/w)1 l 2 , 

S1J)ro = R tr [,811 + (i ;i\exp ( - ex,17) - 1)] exp i (wt- ht) + 

+ up' [.s11 + ~l(zj::2 (exp (- ex211)-1)) exp 2i(wt-bn + .. -}, 

where ,8 = (w/211)1 l 2, ex,= (1 +i),8, ex2 = ex,(2)1 l2 and i ==: (- 1)1 12. The term 
involving u"' , is retained at this stage because for long waves this component 
could be important even though (ur.o,b/w) is small. Substituting in (7), we find 
successively 

B'I/Ju = R { u"' ,F, (t,17) exp i(wt- bt) + u"' 2 F2 (t,17) exp 2i(wt- ht)}, 

c'I/J,2 = R { u"' ,F3a,11) exp i(wt- bt) + u"' 2 F4(t,11) exp 2i(wt- ht)}, 

etc., 

cos kt 
where F, (t,11) = - -k-[exp-(ex,+k)17-A exp (-k'Y))-B exp (-c'Y))] + 

+ib sin kt [exp - (exx+ k) 11 + B'Y} exp (-c11) + Ak17 exp (- k11) + 
ex, k c 

+ exp(-k11) _ B exp(-c'Y/)], 
c kc 

F 3 ( t, 17) = 
4
ex;2 [ exp - ( exx+ 2 k) 17 - 2 exp - ( c + k) 17 + 

+ (2e - ex,) exp ( - ex,11) + 2 (ex,-c) (1 - b11)], 
ex, ex, 
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F 2 (~, 'Y/, a.2, 2b) = F1 (~, 'Y/, a,, b), 

F4 (~,'YJ,a.2, 2b) = F3(~,'YJ,a.1,b), 

and c2 = a.~+k2, .A = I -a.1/(c-k), B = I -.A. 

[32, I 

No further terms in the Eulerian solution will be given here since, once the 
fir st-order solution has been obtained, the derivation of higher-order terms is 
entirely routine, if algebraically laborious, and, in any case, it is the mass-
transport velocity in which we are primarily interested. 

It is clear from (7) and the form of the solution for 'ljJrn that there are no 
terms independent of time of order E. The lowest-order term which is in-
dependent of time is given by the solution of 'ljJ20- Making use of (9), the cor-
responding component of the mass-transport velocity in the ~-direction is 

. u2 b 
020 =~(5-8cosf3'Y/ exp(-/3'Y/)+3exp(-2/3'Y/)), (11) 

4w 

which is th~··sa~e ~s the well-known expression for the mass-transport velocity 
in the bo~mdary layer over a smooth bed if 'Y/ is replaced by y. 

The next terrr, independent of time is given by the solution for '1jJ21 • From (9) 

- ak. sin kf u2 
, f3 [(C ( . ) U21 = d a, cos e-f3)'YJ-Dsm(e-f3)'Y/)exp-

4w 

' - ( d + /3) 'YJ + ( E cos f3'YJ + F sin f3'YJ) exp - (/3 + k) 'Y/ _ ( 1 2) 

- (C +E) exp ( -k'YJ) -k(G - C - E)'Y/ exp (- k'YJ)], 
where .··. . . . 

C =· (4;::k4) [d + 2/3 + e(~: :n + (:;:: 1:) [d -e(\: e)], 

D ( ! ;: : 1:) [ + 2 /3 + e( ~: :} ] - ( 4 :2: k4) [ d - e ( \: )- e)] , 

E = [k -e(k+2/3)][ f34+ 2f33k ] [ ek] 
' . (d -'- k) 132(/3+2k)2+4k2(/3+k)2- I - k+2/3+(d - k) X 

[ 
2 k /32 (/3 + k) ] 

X /32(/3 + 2k)2+4k2 (/3 + k)2 ' 

F = [k + 2 p,+ __:_!:__] [ /34+ 2 /33 k ] [ e (k + 2/3)] 
' ' (d-k) /32 (/3+2k)2+4k2 ((3 +k)2 - I + k - (d-k) X 

, [ 2 k /32 (/3 + k) ] 
X /32(/3 + 2k)2+ 4k2(/3 + k)2 ' 
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Figure I. Variation of U22 with distance from the bed. 

[ e ] f 2 {34 {34 + 2 (33 k ] [ e ] 
G=k 1-(d-k) l4f34+k4+f32({3+2k)2+4k2({3 +k)2 +k 1+(d-k) X 

[ /32 k2 2 k {32 (/3 + k) ] 
X 4 [34 + k4 - /32 (/3 + 2 k )2 + 4 k2 (/3 + k )2 ' 

and d+ie = c. 
Since 021 is periodic in g the mean velocity with which flu id is carried along 

in the boundary layer will still be unaffected by the roughness of the bed. We 
need to find the solution to 'f/) 22 in order to obtain terms independent of both 
time and g. Fig. 1 shows the way in which the corresponding component of 
mass-transport velocity On varies with-
in the boundary layer for three values 
of the relative roughness /J /k. F ig. 2 1022 1p,-oo 

shows the value of 022 at the outer 1aK121u~, •lwl 

edge of the boundary layer as a func-
tion of {3/k. As {3/k tends to infinity, 
(022)/J'T/ '° tends to 2.98 (ak)2 (u2 '°, b/w ). 

In the derivation of 022, (10) was 
used instead of (9) since we are partic-
ularly interested in the way in which 
the mean velocity of the fluid is affected O a P ,o 

by bottom roughness. The solution given < 
above for 020 is clearly the same which- Figure 2 ·. Variation of '° with {J/k. 

ever equation is used. , 
Finally, it is only when terms of the order of e3 are included that we find a 

contribution to the mass-transport velocity involving ua; 2 • The lowest-order 
term independent of time which involves this parameter is contained in the 
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Figure 3. Variation of (¼i )/37)-+ a:, with {3/k. 

solution for 'f/JJ•. Since the algebra be-
comes increasingly complex as the cal-
culation proceeds, only the asymptotic 
value of 'f/JJ• as 'Y/ oo has been deter-
mined. The way in which the corre-
sponding component of mass-transport 
velocity 032 at the outer edge of the 
boundary layer varies with {3/k is shown 
in Fig. 3. Since the perturbation pro-
duced by bottom roughness in the time-
dependent component of velocity tends 
to zero as 'Y/ oo , it foll ows that 

(032)f37J+"'= e3(ak)2 (
8! 32) . 

'Y/ /37) -+ a:J 

Thus, if we are only interested in the value at the outer edge of the boundary 
layer, there is no need to make use of either (9) or (10), which equations are 
in any case correct only to order e•. 

As the relative roughness {3/k becomes very large, (03,)f37J -+ "' tends to 

Discussion. Although, as was printed out above, the component 021 does not 
affect the value of the mass-transport velocity in the $-direction, averaged over 
one wave-length of bed roughness, it can considerably modify the local stream-
lines. If ({Jak/ b) is suffi ciently large, 021 may even exceed 020 close to the bed. 
In practice, the ratio {3/b could well be of the order of 1000 so that even if ak 
were as small as 0.05 the parameter ({3ak/b) would still be equal to 50. Fig. 4 
shows an example of the streamlines of the mass-transport velocity close to the 
bed for one wave-length of bed roughness. The crest of bed roughness is at 
k$ = o and the trough at k$ = n. The parameter {Jak/b is 50, {3/k = 2 and the 
directi on of wave propagation is from left to ri ght. 

Just above the crest of the bed ripple the mass-transport velocity is directed 
away from the bed, whereas at the trough it is towards the bed. In the lee of 
the crest of the ripple there is a re-circulating bubble of fluid (shown shaded 
in Fig. 4). Thus a particle of sediment would be dragged along the bed by the 
mass-transport velocity until it reached the crest of the ripple. There its pro-
gress would be blocked by the re-circulating bubble of fluid. This, therefore, 
provides a possible explanati on for the way in which ripples grow on a bed of 
sand. If, as would seem probable, simil ar re-circulating bubbles of fluid exist 
in the lee of individual grains on the surface of a fl. at bed of sand, then any 
stationary grain could trap particles already in motion and hence act as a 
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Figure 4 . Streamlines for the mass-transport velocity close to the bed for one wave-length of bed 
roughness (/3 ak/b = 50, {3/k = 2). 

nucleus for ripple formation. Thus this mechanism also provides an explanation 
for the initi al formation of ripples as well as for their subsequent growth. Fig. 5 
shows the value of ({3ak/b) below which there is no re-circulating bubble of 
fluid in the lee of the ripple crest. Clearly a bed would have to be very smooth 
for such low values of ({3ak/b) to be achieved. It would seem that almost any bed 
of sand would be suffici ently rough for ripples to grow immediately sediment 
transport occurred. 

For very large values of the relative roughness {3/k, it becomes possible to 
distinguish two separate regions in the flow. Close to the bed there is a thin 
viscous layer, of thickness of the order of 1//3, in which the variation of 021 
is given by 

(021) = 3 ak sin k~ (u\,,' k) (5 - 8 cos f3'YJ exp (- /3'YJ) + 
f3 20 W 
k-+ cc 

Further away from the bed there is an outer layer, whose thickness is of the 
order of 1/k, in which 
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These results are the same as those which would be obtained using Schlichting's 
method as outlined by Longuet-Higgins (1953) . 

.Applicability to Real Situations. So far, the parameter e has not been explic-
itly defined. Examination of the solutions obtained above shows that for bed 

roughness whose length is large compared 

15----------~- ~ with boundary-layer thickness, i.e. large 
{3/k, it may be set equal to uco, b/w, u.,, 
k/w or uco,k/w. Similarly, for small {3/k it 
may be taken as uco,b/w, uco,/(wv)1 l 2 or 
uco,/(wv)1 l 2 • In any given case, when 

(¥) 

10 

0 

estimating the degree of approximation 
involved in the neglect of higher-order 
terms it must be taken as the largest of 
these parameters. The parameters ak and 

• 10 (b2 v/w)1 l2 have also been assumed small. 

Figure 5. The value of ({J ak/b) for which a Since Uco I b/w, Uco, k/w and u,,, ,/( wv)112 

re-circulating bubble of fluid just are respectively inversely proportional to 
exi sts. the length of the surface wave, the bed-

roughness length and the boundary-layer 
thickness 1 / /3, it follows that uco, b/w is almost always much smaller than the 
other two parameters. Also, it is clear from (8) that if uco, b/w is small then 
u,,,,k/w and uco,/(wv)1 l 2 are also smaller than uco,k/w and uco,/(wv)1 l 2, respec-
tively, for all except waves so long as to be more properly treated as solitary 
waves. The parameter (b2 v/w)1 l 2 , which is proportional to the ratio of bound-
ary-layer thickness to the length of the surface wave, is usually much less than, 
say, 0.001 in practice. 

Although a is equal to the amplitude of the bed roughness for very small ak, 
it becomes progressively less than the amplitude as ak increases. For example, 
when ak = 0.36 the crest-to-trough height of the bed ripple is 1.08/k. The 
corresponding ratio of height to wave-length is o. 1 7. This is about the same as 
the maximum value observed by Carstens et al (1969) for dunes and more than 
twice the maximum observed by Manohar (1955) for ripples. In order to 
examine whether this value of ak is sufficiently small for the theory to apply, 
(2) has been solved numerically, using a finit e difference approximation, for ak 
= 0.36 and {3/k = 5. The grid spacing in the ~-direction is n /4k. In the ri-
directi on the spacing is o.6/ (3 close to the bed but increases exponentially with 
distance fr om it. The upper boundary is at a distance 37.3//3 from the bed. 
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Further details of the method of solution are given in Sleath ( 197 3) . It is found 
that, for Ua, 2 = o, the value of the mass-transport velocity outside the boundary 
layer tends to 1.55 u"°;b/w as uao ,k/w o. This compares surprisingly well 
with the calculated value of 1.53 ua,:b/w for 020+022 under these conditions. 
The computed flow patterns are also in good agreement with those described 
above. It thus seems likely that the theoretical results may be expected to apply 
reasonably well to naturally occurring ripples and dunes despite the limitation 
on ak. 

A more seri ous restricti on on the usefulness of the theoretical results is im-
posed by the condition that uao,k/w or uao,/(wv)1 l 2 be small. For example, for 
waves of peri od I os. and crest-to-trough height 2 m. in water of mean depth 
IO m. uao,/(wv)1 l 2 is about 2200 and uao ,k/w exceeds 0.5 when the wave-
length of the bed roughness is less than 15.8 m. If the period is 2s. the wave 
height I m. and the water depth Io m., u"° ,k/w = o. 5 corresponds to a bed 
wave-length of 0.00053 m. and uao,/(wv)1l 2 is only about 0.075. The theory 
thus applies mainly to shorter waves; for waves which are very long compared 
with the depth it remains valid only for large wave-length bed roughness or for 
very small wave heights. 

With a flat bed of sand the roughness length and amplitude are not clearly 
defined. If the sand particles were thought of as closely-packed uniform spheres 
the ratio of roughness height to wave-length would be about 0.5. This would 
be too large for the assumption that ak is small to be justified. However, on a 
natural bed, particles of sand are arranged irregularly and vary in size. The 
effective roughness length might be expected to correspond to the distance 
between excepti onall y large particles, and this would give a ratio of roughness 
height to length considerably less than 0.5. Thus, although the geometry of a 
bed of sand is very different from that of our two-dimensional roughness, and 
consequently we should not expect close agreement, it is nevertheless of interest 
to compare the results of Brebner et al ( 1966) with the predictions of the pres-
ent theory. In these tests, measurements were made of the maximum mass-
transport velocity close to the bed in a wave tank by observing dye traces and 
neutrally-buoyant particles. Six beds of sand were used with mean diameters 
ranging from 0.00050 m. to 0.00215 m. The corresponding range of values 
of (J/k was 0.1 to o.6, if the roughness length is taken equal to mean grain 
diameter. In all cases the effect of bottom roughness, as o, was 
to increase the mass-transport velocity. The increase was most marked for the 
roughest bed where the mass-transport velocity was approximately double that 
for a smooth bed, although there was considerable scatter and many of the tests 
were not extended to very low values of u"° ,/( wv)1 ! 2 • For the fin er beds of sand 
the increase was very much small er. The theory also shows the mass-transport 
velocity to be increased by bed roughness, since the contribution from the term 
032 would have been negli gibly small for the conditions under which Brebner 
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et al carried out their tests. Also, the predicted increase is very much less for 
small values of {3/k than for large. Thus, although the agreement is only quali-
tative, it seems probable that similar effects to those described above for two-
dimensional roughness also occur with beds of sand. 
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